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BOT approves budgets, fire protection
By Holly Henschen
EDITOR IN CHIEF

After approving the fiscal year
2005 budget and fiscal year 2006

request Monday, the Eastern
Board of Trustees OK'd an
increase in fire protection pay~
ments and changed the summer
hours schedule for next year, as
well as altered two degree program titles.
An overview of the 2005 budget
was given by Jeff Cooley, treasurer of the BOT and Eastern's vice
president for business affairs. It
projected a 2 percent drop in funds
from the state.
"A number of universities have
been referred to recently as "stateassisted" rather than "state supported," said Eastern President
Lou Hencken, because only 30 percent of Eastern's budget is coming
from state-appropriated funds.
In May, the state asked Eastern
to return 2 percent of its 2004
budget in a last minute request. In
2003, the university was also asked
to give back appropriations.
The decrease in state money will
in part be compensated for by a 7.5
percent increase in tuition
approved by the BOT in April, as
well as higher rates for room and
board and increased fees for students.
" Cooley said if Governor
Bfagojevich and the Illinois Board
of Higher Education follow
through on a proposed 2.5 percent
decrease in the education budget,
the university will be forced to further reduce deferred maintenance
and leave .vacant positions on the
university staff.
Recommendations for the fiscal
year 2006 budget comprised an
increase of 7.9 percent, or
$650,000.

IBHE Illinois Commitment programs for the university budget

included almost $225,00 for the
special education teachers program, access and diversity assistance in the amount of $150,000,
and $35,000 to hire a substance
abuse counselor on campus.
Technology enhancements were
proposed to receive $325,000 for
the purchase of hardware, software and employment of a fulltime web master for the university.

FIRE PROTECTION
The board also approved an
increase in the price Eastern pays
Charleston for fire protection to
fund the purchase of a ladder fire
truck. The city's current truck was
found to be inadequate during the
Blair Hall fire. The new truck is a
combination ladder and platform
vehicle, with 2,000 gallons of
water per minute pumping power.
"We can actually put this in front
of a dorm window, and students
could walk out onto the platform
and be lowered down," said
Charleston Fire Chief Darrell
Nees. The highest building on campus is a la-story residence hall.
Eastern paid $230,000 to the city
for fire protection but will increase
that sum by $35,228 for 15 years to
pay a joint loan taken out with
Charleston.

BLAIR

I

HALL NEWS

President Hencken informed the
BOT that Eastern is in the process
of selecting an architect and engineer for the Blair Hall restoration
project. The university received 21
requests after placing an ad and
will chose the architect by July 15.
Eastern is waiting on information
from insurance adjustors.
The design of the Blair Hall's
new roof structure is almost complete, Hencken said. Eastern will
spend $300,000-$350,000 to restore
SEE BOT •
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Jeff Cooley, Vice-President for Business Affairs, gives a detailed report of the budget Monday morning during the
Board of Trustees meeting in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. Cooley used
a wizard hat as a visual aid for his presentation. He said last year the university had to use a crystal ball to conjure budget predictions.

Topinka speaks to Girls State
By Holly Henschen
Editor in chief
"Each and every one of us can change the
course of history," said Illinois State
'Iteasurer Judy Baar Topinka. "That's why
woman power is so phenomenal, and it's
right here at Girls State."
Tupinka addressed the 64th annual Illini
Girls State Tuesday afternoon in the Grand
Ballroom in the Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union.
Girls State is a program for incoming
high school seniors that teaches governmental process and patriotism. Sponsored
DAILY EASTERN
NEWS PHOTO BY
STEPHEN HAAS

Judy Baar
Topinka, Illinois

State
Treasurer, talks
Tuesday afternoon to the
girls attending
the American
Legion
Auxiliary Illini
Girls State during a session
in the Grand
Ballroom of the
Martin Luther
King, Jr.
University
Union.

by the American Legion Auxiliary, Girls
State forms a microcosmic state government from the city to state level.
Participants can campaign for every office
from mayor to governor. Once the offices
are filled, the state legislature can draft bills
that may become Girls State laws.
Thpinka is a prime example of female
political action. In 1994, she became the first
woman elected Illinois state treasurer, and
later the first woman reelected to a state
office in 1998. She ·was reelected in 2002 for
a third term. A Republican,Thpinka is also
the first woman to lead a major party in
Illinois.

''When my mother was born, she did not
have the right to vote," Tupinka said. "So
many women suffered incredible abuses so
we could have the right to vote."
Tupinka told the story of a woman who
came to her, outraged by a letter printed in
the advice column, '.'Dear Abby." The writer
of the article was a teenage girl who had
been told by a male teacher that her dream
of becoming President was unattainable
based on her sex.
"In your lifetime, you will see a woman
president in the United States," Tupinka
said.
She said there are female rulers and
office holders all over the world.
"There's no reason why America can't do
it."
Girls State citizens are encouraged to be
politically and socially active.
"This program teaches young ladies leadership and independence," said Pam Ray,
program director. "It forms what they
believe will be their future goals in higher
education."
Patriotism is another ideal in Girls State.
"It is important to instill in them patriotism and to stand up for what they believe,"
said Pam Ray, director of this year's Girls
State. A member of American Legion
Auxiliary, Ray has been involved in the program for 11 years.
Last year's Girls State governor Jennifer
Mull said her experience with the program
was beneficial.
"I have learned leadership skills, public
presentation and working in tight situations
when you have to make a decision," she said.
Mull, a Granite City native, will attend the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
in the fall to work toward a degree in inter-

national studies and international law.
"You girls are the future leaders of
Illinois," Topinka said. "The reward (for
public service) is just in making good things
happen."
Tupinka, formerly a Cook County journalist, said she didn't get involved in politics
until she was 22 and out of college.
"I was covering a lot of political things
(for a newspaper), and I thought I could do
better than what I was seeing," she said.
Tupinka told the girls to remember "The
Five W's - When Women Work, We Win."
Girls State citizens asked Thpinka questions on topics ranging from the state budget crisis to her high-school days.
She said within the next few weeks, the
budget will be balanced without long term
borrowing.
"(Social) programs will probably be cut"
to balance the budget, Tupinka said.
"Our borrowing has now gotten to the
point that to pay for today's bills, the borrowing will be paid back by you and your
children in the future," she said. "This is
government by credit card."
Topinka described her younger self as
"always trying to change things and fix
things and put things together. I liked moving things forward and making decisions."
Thpinka encouraged Girls State citizens
to get involved in politics as early as possible by voting and working for campaigns.
Girls State citizens are scheduled to elect
a governor Thursday. Candidates for all
offices run a Nationalist or Federalist ticket.
Their party affiliation is symbolic of bipartisan democracy rather than historical ideology. Illini Girls State, which began on campus Sunday, ends Saturday.
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Eastern athlete released on $5,000 bond
An Eastern athlete posted
bond and has been released
from the Hazel Crest Police
Department where he was
held after his arrest in connection with a reported
armed robbery of another
Eastern student.
Roger Driver, a 20-year-old
speech communication major,
was arrested "right in front of
his house" in Hazel Crest, a
south Chicago suburb, at 6:08

p.m. Friday,
according to
Hazel Crest
Deputy
Police Chief
Richard
Lenz.
Lenz said
Driver posted
$5,000 Driver
bond, which
is 10 percent of his $50,000
bail, at 11:15 p.m. Friday.

BOT

New summer class schedule and
degree titles approved

Police are still searching
for a second man who allegedly participated in the robbery.
The alleged robbery of
Daryl Neal, also an Eastern
speech
communications
major, reportedly occurred at
10:53 a.m. Friday at Neal's
residence at 1305 18th St. in
Charleston.
Driver was alle~edly armed
with a gun when $50, a cellular phone, a basketball jersey

and a wallet were stolen from
Neal.
Driver and his accomplice
allegedly fled the scene in a
white four-door vehicle, a
police report said.
The second suspect was
described as a black male,
age 20-25, 6 feet 2 inches tall
and weighing 170 pounds. The
man reportedly had short
black hair and was wearing
dark clothing.

Driver could face potential
jail time if he is formally
charged with armed robbery,
1
a Class X felony.
"There is no probation, l
there is jail time-it's manda-1
tory," Lenz said. A Class X !
felony carries a mandatory !
six to 30 year prison sentence. '
Driver was a sprinter on !
Eastern's spring 2004 track l
team.

!

said Blair Lord. The name change will make the program's
graduates "more marketable" in today's competitive job
market, he said.
The board approved the Board of 'Ii'ustees B.A. degree
name change to add "in General Studies."

GOODBYES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The university has been holding weekly meetings with the
displaced Blair Hall occupants to discuss their special
needs, Hencken said. The old Health Services building,
which is the temporary location of the Blair Hall refugees,
is scheduled to be deconstructed.
"This was an unusual fire," Hencken said, in the fact that
it started on the roof. The cause of the fire was pinpointed as
an electric heating gun used to soften paint placed near a
wall.
"A mouse's or a bird's nest" that lay directly on the other
side of the wall caught fire through heat transfer, said
Cooley.

CHANGES
Several academic alterations were approved by the BOT.
Next year's summer semester schedule will be markedly
different, with one 4-week session in the place of the usual
Intersession, followed by a six-week term.
Provost Blair Lord said this schedule had several advantages, including consolidating course offerings and reducing
the number of student on campus in the weeks before the
fall semester. This is when the university generally conducts maintenance to prepare for the students' return.
The titles of two existing degree programs were also
devised. The speech communications undergraduate and
graduate degrees were renamed communications studies.
"Departmental programs now include public relations,
electronic media and a variety of other communications,"

Two recent Eastern graduates gave their last presentations to the board.
Bill Davidson, last year's student executive vice president, told the board he felt lucky to have taken part in the
"shared governance" of Eastern. Davidson, who represented Student Government on the board, recently received a
political science degree.
Caleb Judy, outgoing student body president, reported on
the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 'lli.bute to be located in the
university union. The tribute will contain a timeline and full
text of some of King's speeches. It is scheduled to be completed by spring 2005.
"Public service needs to be more of a priority," Judy said.
"I think it makes you more human."

ENROLLMENT
Hencken discussed the influx of applications for the Fall
2004 semester.
''We have more applications now than any time in the history of the university," he said.
Over 10,400 applications were received from those wanting to attend Eastern.
The university, however, can only "accept .1850 of these
applicants. The freshman class size was purposely
decreased, Hencken said, because there are not enough
resources to sufficiently support a greater number of new
students. Eastern is striving to retain high academic quality
and increase the availability of relevent classes.

Chinese judiciary in Cha~eston
Six judges of dfferent jurisdictions from the People's
Republic of China will be
observing sessions at the Coles
County
Courthouse
Wednesday starting at 2 p.m., a
press release stated.
A forum titled "Can China
Learn from the American
Court System?" cosponsored
by Eastern's Public Policy
Institute and the Illinois Fifth
Circuit Court, will be be held
at 3 p.m. Wednesday in the
1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University

Union, according to a press
release.
The Chinese Delegation is
headed by Judge Jingmin Zhai,
vice president of the Beijing
High
People's
Court.
According to a press release,
Zhai will first give a brief
overview of the Chinese judicial system followed by comments of Circuit Judge Gary
Jacobs.
A question and answer segment and a reception will follow Judge Jacobs. The public
is invited.

WANT MONEY
TO FLY YOUR
WAY?
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Judy joins Peace Co
By Holly Henschen
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Former student body president Caleb Judy recently
earned a degree in English. Now he's leaving the country.

Saturday Judy will embark on a two-year tour of The
Islamic Republic of Mauritania as a volunteer for the
Peace Corp.
Judy got his first taste of "selfless service" through
the Newman Catholic Center's Alternative Spring
Break program. He stayed a week in Golden Pond
Kentucky in 2000. He completed his Peace Corp application in November.
"I have the feeling that once I get a taste of it, I'm not
, going to want to stop," Judy said.
He said people gasp when he tells them he will live
in a country that is predominantly Muslim. Mauritania
is located in Northern Africa, bordering the Atlantic
Ocean and Senegal. Judy, however, is not concerned
about the political ideology conflict betw-een Muslims
and the Western world.
"The Peace Corps usually doesn't send people into
'hot' political zones," he said.
The organization was established in 1961 by the
Kennedy Administration. The Peace Corps now has
projects in 69 countries. It offers service programs
from teaching English to working with non-governmental organizations. Judy will work as an Agroforestry agent.
"I'm going to learn so much more from them than
they're going to learn from me,'' he said.
Judy will spend the first three months in Mauritania
living with 2 other volunteers in the home of a host
family "to ease into the culture," he said. He is
required to learn French and the local language, and
they will even give him a native name.
, Peace Corps Volunteers are given a monthly stipend
that sets them at the economic level of the people they
, live with. 'I\venty four vacation days a year are also
allowed.
Judy, a Paris High School graduate originally from
. Potomac, is eagerly anticipating the adventure.
"It's kind of a mix of excitement and anxiety. I don't
know What to expect, and I like it,'' he said.
Judy explained the three missions of the Peace
Corps. One is to help underdeveloped countries.
Another is to improve global perceptions of
Americans, "so when I go there, they won't think I am
going to bomb them,'' he said. The third is to educate
Americans.
"To find that common human link that we all have"
Judy said.
Eastern President Lou Hencken commended Judy
for public service as he gave his final report to the
Board of Trustees Monday morning.
"We could not have asked for a better ambassador
from the U.S. than you," Hencken said.
Mauritania is in the Western Sahara region of Africa.
"Overgrazing, deforestation and soil erosion aggravated by drought are contributing to desertification;
and very limited natural fresh water resources away
from the Senegal, Which is the only perennial river"
are environmental problems of the region that will
face Judy in his agro-forestry classification, according
to the CIA Fact Book.
"They don't have enough farmland," Judy said.
!"They used to be nomadic, but when the French colo''nized the country, they divided the land ."
, Mauritania became independent from France in

I

\1960.
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Caleb Judy paints a house at 1420 Jefferson Street. Judy will be heading to Africa when he joins the Peace Corps.
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Heather Hall
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for The Daily

Eastern News

EDITORIAL

Chief issue
must be
resolved
Eastern Illinois University's Board of 'Ihlstees
meetings are organized and composed affairs, but
BOT meetings for the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign have become political battle
grounds over the issue of the university's mascot,
Chief Illiniwek. Protesters attend and heckle BOT
members who do not vote in favor of retiring the
chief, chanting slogans that question the characters of the trustees.
Some students and faculty on the campus feel
the use of the Chief is
racist and inappropriate,
while others see the tradition of the chief as a
strong figure that unites
the university. This battle of the wills has raged
for many years, and is
now in jeopardy of risking the search for th~
next UIUC president.
An orderly university,
especially the state university, is in dire need of a
compromise to end the heated outrage of the
Illiniwek controversy.
The staunch anti-chief camp opposes UIUC's
use of the chief on the grounds that it degrades
Indigenous peoples. They say the dance and the
dress of the chief are not authentic and make a
mockery of the culture it represents.
Chief Illiniwek supporters contend his image,
first used in 1926, holds much respect and honor
for UIUC, as well as the heritage of Illinois.
Neither side shows any sign of retracting their
stance, and the controversy rages on after more
than a decade. The university's BOT has failed to
make peace with both sides of the argument.
To authenticize the chief, the university should
offer to let American Indian representatives take
part in the choreography and costume to make the
Chief as respectful as possible.
Perhaps Chief Illiniwek could have a white
counterpart mascot, as in his first appearance in
the '20s, when he met on the SO-yard line to offer a
peace pipe to a Quaker-dressed mascot.
The issue is one of much symbolic meaning, and
the university is suffering from lack of unity on
account of the BOT's lack of indecision.
Though the decision on how to appease both
sides is a difficult one, the threat of repelling a
potential university president is not worth the risk
because of the importance of strong leadership in
an institution of higher learning.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

Hall also is a junior English and
journalism major
She can be reached at
nighwriterwolf@hotmail.com

Growing up, I knew what I
wanted to do. I wanted to be a
writer. I created books out of
construction paper. I scribbled
on the pages, because I didn't
even know how to write at that
young of an age. But I wanted
to be a writer.
By the time I reached junior
high, my mother had convinced me that journalism was
the way to go, not creative
writing. "Fiction writing isn't a
career," she said. "If you like
to write, you can go into journalism and have an actual
career in writing."
When I got to high school, I
spent my junior and senior
years on the school newspaper. But I also spent two years
on the literary magazine and
one year on the yearbook.
Despite looking into journalism and trying to learn all
about it, I still kept ahold of
my original love - fiction writing.
But soon the time came for
me to apply to colleges, and to
actually pick one, which would
decide my fate. I found out
that the University of
Missouri-Columbia was supposedly the best school for

"I learned a lot about
myself, and what I
want to do with
my life, by trying out
other colleges"
journalism, and when my parents found out, they wholeheartedly supported me going
there. When money became
an issue, I told them I would
gladly go to Eastern, as I had
been here before for a journalism camp, and I had fallen in
love with the campus. Plus, it
was closer to home and less
expensive. But they said, "No,
you want to go into journalism. Mizzou is the best for
journalism. You should go
there."
So I went there.
I was there for two years,
long enough to get my general
education for the School of
Journalism program out of the
way, only to become ill and
have to move back home. I
was home for a year, trying to
go to school at Columbia
Chicago, majoring in fiction
writing, since that was my
original love. However, the

stresses of commuting two
hours round trip, holding a 17hour schedule, and working 35
hours a week wasn't helping
me out.
But then I came to a realization. I had always loved living
on my own at Mizzou. I had
always loved to work on a
school newspaper. And I loved
Eastern. So I made the decision this past spring to transfer to Eastern. I applied for
transfer, and I didn't tell my
parents until the wheels were
set in motion.
This is how I finally came to
Eastern. I learned a lot about
myself, and what I want to do
with my life, by trying out
other colleges. And I ended up
where I was willing to, and
wanted to, go in the first place.
Now I'm on my own, in my
own apartment, working at the
Daily Eastern News, working
at the bookstore and trying to
make it on my own. Just like
I've always wanted to.
So the moral of the story is:
No matter what you want to
do, no matter how many colleges you try, eventually you'll
end up where you need to be. I
know I have.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

We want to know what you think
The staff at The Daily
Eastern News wants to
know what you think about
current events, campus
issues, college living, anything you want to talk about.
Please send or bring in
your letters to the editor to
our campus address, 1811

Buzzard Hall, or by giving
us a website submission at
our site: www.thedailyeasternnews.com
When sending things in to
us, make sure to give us
your name, and a way to
contact you.
Thanks for letting us

know what you think!

The Daily Eastern News
staff

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the e ·
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 2
words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students sho
Indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration an.d staff should indi
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not
printed. Depending ·on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it cone·
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, CharleStOn ·
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to hhenschen9@hotmail.com.
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ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

Obscure
fllma
must-rent
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By Patrick Wimp
SUMMER INTERN

Grade: A

"Dodgeball"
·,is silly but
funny catch

f., David Thill

VERGE EDITOR

:B+

, As youngsters, nearly all American citizens are
'ced to endure the torture that is dodgeball.
~ But who knew that what was once a horrible examliile of torment and emotional pain could be turned into
hilarious film starring Ben Stiller, Christine Thylor
and Vince Vaughn?
"Dodgeball: A 'Ihle Underdog Story" takes place in
f~993 and focuses on Peter La Fleur (Vaughn) whose
· laid-back worry-not lifestyle has caused him certain
.ancial difficulties.· Le Fleur is informed by the
1!Jeautiful lawyer, Kate Veatch (Thylor) that his gym
,iias defaulted on its mortgage, and he will lose it if he
'does not pay $50,000 in 30 days.
Knowing he can capitalize on this, La Fleur's archmesis White Goodman (Stiller) decides he will buy
1e gym after the 30 days has passed.
La Fleur, having fully realized his inability to raise
let alone $50,000 to save his gym, decides to give
. That is until one of his friends informs him that by
tering the Las Vegas Open Dodgeball Tournament
they can win the needed money.
' And so the ragtag group of would-be dodgeballers
gin their training under the watchful coach Patches
O'Houlihan (Rip Torn). O'Houlihan, a former 7-time
.-star, teaches the group how to play by using the
ive D's of dodgeball: dodge, duck, dip, dive and ...
dodge."
The film is uproariously funny, using a mixture of
genuine heart and incredibly random gags.
Goodman (Stiller) is an absolutely inept bafoon
whose idiocy baffles the mind.
Goodman is a perfect mix of two of Stiller's previous roles. Think of him as a cross between Derek
olander (Zoolander, 2001) and Tony Perkis
Heavyweights, 1995). He is evil and wants nothing
1ut to mock others and make more money in the
1rocess. Stiller pulls the role off beautifully.
La Fleur is portrayed as a true straight man.
Although he has his own wacky moments, most of the
·~kes come from him merely observing other charac:ers' absurdity.
The film is a bit cheesy, but it is meant to be. It is a
'Un jab at other sports movies, but it isn't so overtly
ibvious that it hurts the movie.
And nothing makes a comedy funnier than unnecesry .cameos by celebrities. So, the appearance of
huck Norris and Lance Armstrong only help the film.
The movie has heart and is truly random, so fans of
1ther Stiller films should be pleased.

When Fernando Meirelles' "City of
God" opened with a limited release in the
winter of 2003, it received much acclaim
but was hard to find in the theater. I was
disappointed to miss the theatrical
release but overjoyed when I saw several copies on a routine trip to Family
Video. My joy grew at least tenfold when
I sat down and watched the film.
City of God's opening sequence immediately draws interest and attention to
what's going on. Although the opening is
a little strange, cutting quickly between
knives and runaway chickens, it is an
enticing sequence that sets the film in
motion perfectly.
The film focuses primarily on a young
boy named Rocket as he grows up in the
City of God, an unnamed, impoverished
city in Brazil. Rocket dreams of being a
professional photographer while the
majority of his friends and peers succumb to involvement in gangs and criminal activities. As he grows older, he is
constantly challenged to betray his moral

base, though he fights hard to protect it.
The youth of the children and their
capacity for violence is truly shocking
and at times can even be disturbing.
Children that cannot be more than eight
years old are often seen stealing and
killing at will. The film's antagonist, Lil
Ze, is followed from a small age close to
that of Rocket, and his constant hateful
and violent acts make him ·one of the
most despicable characters ever portrayed on film.
Stronger however than the darkness of
poverty is the light of true friendship.
The genuine and honorable relationships
in City of God never ceased to bring a
smile to my face. Such adolescent dealings as Rocket trying to lose his virginity
and fitting in with his pot-head, "groovy"

friends provide several warm and comical moments throughout the course of
the film.
The latter portion of City of God erupts
into a gang war that must be seen to be
believed. The lesser of two evils determines who we cheer for as rival gangs
square off leading to the films thrilling
conclusion.
City of God is a true pleasure to watch,
the only problems that some may
encounter is its violent imagery and subtitles, as the dialogue spoken is in the
native tongue of the city. The storytelling
is superb and the characters unforgettable. If you missed it in the theater and
don't mind a little violence, this film is
not to be missed.

Get in ''Trouble'' at Gunner Due's friday
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

Gunner Buc's in Mattoon will host the band Serious
Trouble Friday.
The band, which began practicing in November, have
been playing consistently every weekend since
February, said J.R. Lewis, the band's manager/sound and
light technician.
The members of the band, some of which played as a
country act for six years unaer-the same l,Jand name, are:
Rick Perez, guitar and vocals; Chris Rhodes, keyboard
and vocals; Julie Lewis, bass and vocals; Dave Stephens,
drums.
The band plays mainly in Central Illinois and are in
high demand as they play every week and are book'ed
constantly, Lewis said.
"We try to take one weekend off a month, but it doesn't always work out that way," said Lewis.
The band plays ?O's and 80's rock and roll.
The band plays nothing but cover music. They play music
such as John Cougar Mellencamp, Pat Benetar, Van Halen,
Poison and Joan Jett.
A lot of the band's popularity relies on the age group of the
people that come to see them, Lewis said.
"Everything we play is danceable,'' said Lewis. "It isn't very
much fun being up on stage with no one dancing."
The band is officially sponsored by Anheuser-Busch.
"We were playing one night, and the bar owner called the
regional manager of Anheuser-Busch," said Lewis. "He came

PHOTO COURTESY OF SERIOUS TROUBLE

out and liked what he heard."
The band gives away hats, shirts and key chains at their
shows.
Lewis attributes the band's success thus far to strict practice
and staying humble. He refers to the band as "perfectionists."
"We're humble." Lewis said. "If you're not humble, egos get in
the way and then bands break up."
The band uses a lot of lights to add to their stage presence, hE
said.
"We are one of the bigger light shows around,'' said Lewis.

CONC.ERT< CA<L·EN<D\A\R
Juoe23
+•Phish
Venzon Wireless Mus1c··ce11ter
Noole$ville,·1N.
Zp,m.

June23

_+•simon and GartUnkef
Conseco Fieldhouse
lndia,napolir;>, IN

ap,rn.

June24
+Prince
ARstate ·Arena
Rosemont, IL
Sp;m.

July3()

+ Modest.·Mouse

Axis Nightclub
Bloomington, IN.
9p,m.

The song Ramones t4e same
By David Thill
VERGE EDITOR

passing year, the
· usic industry rises and falls,
uws and shrinks. New acts are
'ound and old acts are lost, forgotn because of a lack of aesthetially pleasing pop songs, or
1ecause they're not as cute as they
nee were.
Every year the music industry
inds innumerable pop acts devoid
f any ·substance whatsoever but
'illed to the brim with sex appeal
d malleable to a point where one
almost see the strings moving
em.
It is not every year, however,
tan act breaks out of the stereoical shackles and runs amuck
macross the rock and roll scene leav, g behind a trail of trampled nay-

sayers that stood in their path.
The Ramones were one such act.
Arguably the greatest punk rock
export America ever put together,
The Ramones were a group of
rowdy and raucous rockers that listened to no one but themselves and
their fans.
They were the first act of the
1970s punk scene to sign a major
label record deal. Each of their
albums were inundated with sometimes sloppy and always loud
tracks that hardly ever exceeded
three minutes. It was this unapologetic style of rock that touched a
chord with the nation's youth and
caused a musical rebellion from
the coast to the countryside.
The Ramones rocked across the
nation for 20 years before finally
calling it quits in 1996 but not
before releasing 21 full-length studio and live albums and selling

more than any punk act has before
or since.
But now the group that once
claimed they were "To Tough To
Die" has been whittled down to one
final original member.
With the 2001 death of singer
Joey Ramone and the September
2002 death of Dee Dee Ramone,
guitarist Johnny Ramone is left as
the only original member of the
band. But Johnny, born John
Cummings, was diagnosed with
cancer four years ago and his
health, although recently stabilized, has been in a slow decline
since then.
If the Ramones are not to be recognized and honored now, then
when will they? After all of the
original members have died?
Rock and roll is an ever changing and evolving beast, never content to stay in the skin it's in. In the

time of the Ramone's reign, the
world saw the rise and fall of hair
bands, grunge and boy bands.
Most recently, however, the
music industry has seen the eruption of pop/punk, a softer, less idealized version of its anger father.
The problem with punk rock
today is that it has become like boy
bands, manufactured for one hit
album and then forgotten.
The problem is that pop/punk
acts have no opinions anymore.
They are a sorry excuse for a
group of musicians that stand for
nothing. Nothing, that is, other than
whining about how their daddy
does not understand them.
The Ramones stood for shocking
the system. They stood for forcing
the system to look at them, and
consequently the youth of
America, and realize that there are
people with ideals other than just

what is considered to be acceptable.
With song titles like "I Wanna Be
Sedated," "I Just Wanna Sniff
Some Glue," and "Blitzkrieg Bop,"
it was clear that this group had no
intentions of writing songs for parents to enjoy.
The Ramones put the "P" in
punk and shall forever be remembered as the quintessential
American punk band.
If the Beatles are the most influential band in the world, then the
Ramones were the most influential
punk band in the world. Even after
nearly a decade since their
breakup, their influence can be
heard in music and will be for
years to come.
These musical giants must be
appreciated now before it is to0
late, and we won't be realizing theL
greatness but remembering it.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

FOR

WANTED

Part-time & full-time experienced carpenters needed. Call 348-5409.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06/30
SEEKING MYSTERY SHOPPERS!
Perfect for students! Flexible
work from home or school. FT/PT
Make your own hours. 800-8308066
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _06/14

FOR

RENT

RENT

Now leasing Fall '04, 2 bedroom
apartment with loft used as a second bedroom. Includes heat,
water and trash. 217-897-6266 or
217-898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6/23
Available Fall '04. Studio
apartments,
$275/month.
Includes heat, water and
trash. 217-897-6266 or 217898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6/23

Grads, undergrads, faculty, staff...
We've got all kinds of rentals.
Call lor an appointment!
J i m Wood, Realtor

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 -- Fax 345-4472

NOW LEASING
Sign up now for FREE SEPTEMBER RENT
Utilities Included
Internet Included
Cable Included
Tanning Beds
Office: (217) 345-6001 Fax: (217) 345-6008
2104 Woodfall Drive, Charleston IL 61920

*

*
*

*

FOR

FOR

RENT

3BR apartments: Fully furnished,
excellent locations, discounted
prices. Only a few left. Unique
properties. 345-5022

& 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good toe., excellent condition, 1O& 12 mo leases. Parking &
trash pickup included. No pets,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6128

3

Awesome 4&5 bdrm house. #1
Orchard Dr. $1200 month. 217898-1514
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6/30
FOR RENT: 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS FOR FALL
2004. WASHER-DRYER WITH 2
BATHS. A/C. CALL 232-8936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 7/19
2 BR Apartments, central air, 1 block
from campus, off street parking. Call
345-9636 after 5:00 pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/4
2 bedroom available August.
Great location. 2007 11th street.
345-6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished
available for summer & or next
school year. Cats OK! Ideal for
couples. 741 ·5 6th street. Call
581-7729 (w) or 345-6127 (H).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
nAlll!lll!lll~mu:ll!W•

• Lots of space • Swimming pool
•Volleyball court ~----.,!.
Across from Carman Hall ::~
...,~ -.
345-6000
~-· 7-\~

5

-

7

2

8

6

Hey! 2 bedroom furnished apartment, next to park at 1111 2nd St.
Water, trash, and laundry included. 2/$250 or 1/$350. 10 or 12
month lease available. Call now at
549-1957 or 348-5427.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533

__________DO

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3 BDRM
APTS AVAILABLE FOR FALL 04-05.
PLENTY OF OFF S"TREET PARKING,
WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. ·Call
346-3583

4-6 students needed in August for
nice, clean, cute house at 2019
11th St. 345-6100.
~---------00
REDUCED RATES. 2/3 BDRM
APTS. FALUSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCATION,OFF STREET PARKING.
SECURITY
REQUIRED.
NO
PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-9092.
--------~-00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com CHECK US
OUT FOR YOUR NEXT APARTMENT.
Leasing now 1 & 2 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No pets.

__________.oo

Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th
St. 235-0405 or 317-3085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

345-7286.

4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I house
with 4 apartments. One 2 bedroom and 3 studio apartments.
Will rent individually or as a 5 bedroom. Furnished or unfurnished.
Call 728-8709 or page 1-800412-1310
---~-~~~~~·DO
House close to campus for 3 to 4
studen.ts. Two bathrooms, washer/dryer, low utilities. 348-0614.
~---------00
2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

4

3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/d, A/C, no pets,
parking & trash pickup incl 3457286. www.jwilliamsrentals
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apart ents

FOR

RENT

Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from campus. Call 348-0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
• Avaija~ inMaY;-1 . l3R with water
·and · tra~h- in.duded. $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 3451266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

RENT

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean three
bedroom homes, close to campus and shopping, available for
2004-2005 school year. Water
and trash service included. Pets
considered
with
additional
deposit. Call for terms and availability. 549-37 41. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
April special on 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 1O month
lease, 2 1/2 blocks from "campus.
345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2 BR APT with garage, stove,
refrig, microwave, dishwasher,
ale. Water/trash pd. $250 month
x 2 people. $435 mo 1 person.
955 4th Street. 348-77 46

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _DO

2 BR APT stove,
refrig,
microwave, A/C. Trash pd, $230
mo x 2 people. $395 mo 1 person.
2001 S. 12th. 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
OPENING AUGUST 1 BR LUXURY APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR with
stove, refrig with icemaker, dishwasher, microwave, A/C, W/D in
each apt. $475 mo 1 person.
Limited garages avail. $75 mo.
348-7746
--------~-00

FOR

SALE

Brick 4 bedroom, 2 bath with
firepalce, basement and attached
garage. 2403 Terrace Lane. 2
blocks south of EIU campus. For
sale by owner. 348-897 4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/14

ROOMMATES(

Roommates for 3 BR furnish~·
apartments. $290 per pers
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O

SUBLESSORSf<

Wanted: Sublessor starting Aup1
1, 2004 for fall & spring. 1 b!W
room apartment $325. Call 34tl
2616
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 081.
Need sublessor for 8/1 /04.1'
block from campus. $230 ~
month with cable. Contact Jarr
217-549-0809
1'
-------~-06/gl
Subleassors needed: we hal
openings for female roomati;
Excellent apartments are exc,:
lent
locations.
UniqU!
Properties. 345-5022

r

061~

-Fe_m_a-le-su_b_le-s-so_r_n-ee_d_e_d-fro 1~

of a brand new 3 br apartme~
Fully furnished. Call Ashley ~
630-7 42-7042 or 630-553-93121
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 711)

__________,]

PERSONALS~

ATIENTION ALL GRADUAH
SENIORS! If you are interested1:
a yearbook of your senior ye'
and are not sure how to pick it LI•·
come to the Student Publicatio~
office, room 1802 Buzza.rd Ht
and for only $4 we will mail you1
copy in the Fall when they ~
published. Call 581-2812 fr
more information.
I

---------~OI

I

ROOMMATES

ANOUNCEMENTr
Female
rommate
needed.
Apartment 2 blocks from campus.
Fall '04 - Spring "05. Call 5495467

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7130
Limited semester leases available. Call Lindsey 348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

LOST

CAMPUS

&

FOUN~

CLIPS

TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICES: The textbook rental services w:
be closed for inventory on June 24th through June 30th 2004.

4. bedroom house, 2 bath, W/D,
low utilities, close to campus.
888-637-2373
00

The Daily Eastern News
Edited by Will Shortz

Classified ad form

Note: Arrange the four circled letters in the grid to get a word · 1
that defines the four unclued answers.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ACROSS

Address:---~-------Phone: _ _ _ _ _ Student: O Yes O No

1 "
Network"
(1980's comedy
series)

4

10

11

12

13

27 "Journey Into
Fear" novelist

50 Water surround1---1---11---1-17
ed by sand
dunes
20

52 Soccer star Mia

5 Old U.S. gas
brand

30 "Saint Joan"
star Jean

53 "_Too Late"

9 Tear carriers

(Carole King hit)

See note

32 Head boss, initially

54

33 Women's titles

62 Actor's goal

Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $._ __

15 Canal section

35 Kind of dealer

63 Like a churl

16 Match

38 Schoolbooks

Payment:
Check No . _ _

17 Stratford's
stream

40 Slippery _

64 Parishioner's
donation

Expiration code (office use only): ______

3

14

25 Birch family
trees

14 Celebratory
dance

Under classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2

No. 0512

direction

19 Be a kvetch

43 Up-to-the-

See note

minute

20

Dates to run: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

23 Item in a bucket 45 Swiss canton

Ad to read:

24 Mason or
McBeal: Abbr.

! 1 I

}I

'rl

42

66 Commotions

53

67 Floor it

60

68 Pale
69 Piper's wear

48 Knife or club

DOWN

13 Oozes

2 Sheltered bay

21 Tabloid duos

37 Wash or dry
cycle

3 Walked on

22 Slaps the cuffs
on

39 Peter, Paul and
Mary, e.g.

26 Chess result,
sometimes

41 Morel morsels

4 Home wrecker
5 Hyundai model

7 Object of a
union's anger
8 Gumbo vegetable
9 Dilly-dally
10 "Not my thing
at all!"
11
Note: The four circled letters spelled RING.

Puzzle by Allan E. Parrish

1 Clarinetist Artie

6 Waterlogged

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS
The New,s reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

64
67

.46 " _ done!"

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

so a

38

41 Hawk's descent 65 "Gee whiz!"

18 Ice cream thick- 42 Cookbook
ener

32

60 Pat-down

See note

12 Andrea Bocelli,
for one

27 Does something
28 Run into
29

See note

52 Like Siberian
winters
55 Annika
Sorenstam grp.

43 Late-night funnyman

56 Vientiane's
land

44 Dark-complexioned

57 Quattro maker

30 Like ocean air

47 Ready to fire

31 Noted plus-size
model

49 Metroliner company

34 Start a hand

50 Hitchers' hopes

59 Hatchling's
home

36 1960's-?O's
Italian P.M.

51 Take
down
memory lane

61 Cow or sow

58 Temple figure
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herished Father's Day
r Lightning-Bolt Victim
,. 'ASHINGTON (AP)--Audrius
elaitis didn't hear thunder.
didn't even feel the lightning
It that struck him as he began
ing away from a tree near
Lincoln Memorial late
1ursday afternoon.
'He only recalls feeling as if he
slipped into a dream.
kept telling myself that I
·e to snap out of this or I'm
· g to die,"said Kirvelaitis, 39,
te Department lawyer from
1th Riding, Va., and the father
2-month-old twins.
About 20 minutes after being
in the hip by the sudden bolt,
elaitis awoke in an ambue racing for George
hington University Hospital.
a telephone interview Friday
his hospital room, he talked
ut his brush with death and
:d he is expected to make a full
1very.
··Kirvelaitis is one of hundreds
people in the United States
.o are struck by lightning
'ery year. Nearly 70 people
'.onwide die annually from
1tning strikes, according to
National Weather Service.
ther officials warned the
1blic to be vigilant and take
ic safety precautions now
1t thunderstorm season has
:gun.
·• "Our basic message is that if
iu hear thunder, you need to be
.oors," said Greg Romano, a
kesman for the Weather
rvice.
It was not yet raining when
irvelaitis finished work on
gal briefs at the State
partment and began walking
his car, which was parked
out a mile away in Virginia. As
reached the Lincoln Memorial
d was about to cross the
.emorial Bridge, it began to
· le. He darted under a tree
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SEQUITUR

just west of the Lincoln
Memorial.
Then, Kirvelaitis said, he
noticed lightning in the distance
and decided that he had better
find a safer place because the
storm seemed to be heading his
way.
"It's not good to be under a
tree," he said.
The lightning hit him at 5:45
p.m.--just as he had taken his
first step away from the tree. He
said other people were nearby.
The bolt entered his right hip
and exited through his chest and
foot. It shredded his clothes, and
his shoes "looked like they had
exploded," he said.
He isn't sure whether his heart
stoppea after being struck. But
he said he stopped breathing.
While unconscious, he dreamed
that he was asleep behind the
wheel of his car as it zipped
down Interstate 95.
He woke up in the ambulance.
Across from him was a federal
agent who helped save his life.
The off-duty Secret Service
agent, whom the agency
declined to identify, had given
Kirvelaitis
mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation at the scene until
paramedics arrived.
"He's a hero,'' Kirvelaitis said.
"He's a gallant guy."
By the time he reached the
hospital, Kirvelaitis felt almost
normal again, he said. "Everyone
was just amazed that I was
alive."
Friday, Kirvelaitis said he felt
as if he had suffered bad sunburn and had been singed by a
stove's burner. His chest· hurt.
And he had lost some hearing
from the lightning strike, he
said.
"I'm very lucky,'' Kirvelaitis
said. "I get to live to see Father's
Day."

56-year-old murder
case revisited

BRIEFS

Mother charged in
bathtub drowning
CHICAGO (AP)-A woman was charged Tuesday
with drowning her two young children in the family
bathtub and setting fire to their home, apparently
believing they would be better off without her, authorities said.
"She told detectives that she drowned the children
because the children would not have a good life with
her," Police Commander Dean Andrews said in
announcing the charges - two counts of first-degree
murder and one count of aggravated arson - against
23-year-old Abby Grason.
Issac Younan, 2, and Sandra Younan, 4, were found
unresponsive in the bathroom Monday by firefighters
and pronounced dead shortly afterward at a hospital,
authorities said.
Andrews said Grason allegedly started the fire by
putting two aerosol cans in a microwave, then went
upstairs to the bathroom and drowned the children
while the fire started to burn. She went to a neighbor's
house afterward and asked them to call 911, he said.

I

OREGON, Ill. (AP) - Ogle County officials are at
odds with a family member over who should supervise
the exhumation of the remains of a teenager who was
killed near this northern Illinois town 56 years ago.
Warren Reed was granted a request from an Ogle
County court in April to exhume the remains of his sister, Mary Jane Reed, whose body was found along a
rural road in June 1948. Former Oregon Mayor
Michael Arians, who has taken a personal interest in
the unsolved slaying, also petitioned for the exhumation in hope of finding clues.
But their plans to exhume the body in August are on
hold after Ogle County State's Attorney Deborah Ellis
filed a motion to intervene on May 26 on behalf of the
county sheriff and coroner. Ellis said the case is an
open murder investigation and the county has jurisdiction.
"The exhumation could yield clues that could contribute to solving the crime,'' Ellis said.
Attorneys for both sides are expected in court June
29 to try to reach an agreement. Judge Stephen
Pemberton, who granted Reed's exhumation request
in April, could ask for testimony if the two sides can't
settle the matter, Ellis said.
Mary Jane Reed was 17 when she and her
boyfriend, Stanley Skridla, 28, were shot to death on
the outskirts of Oregon.

Sandyn:

cess."
Other miscellaneous accomplishments this season
included being named Second Team All-OVC OVC
and OVC 'Player of the Week' April 19, leading the
team with five game-winning RBI and tallying 14
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
walks (five intentional) to only 11 strikeouts. She also
As for team accomplishments, Short called the finished in the 'Top 10' in conference in eight offengrand slams hit by Kristin Lovering and Katy Steele sive categories, including second place finishes in
batting average, hits, doubles and on base percentage.
"priceless."
EIU as a team also set new school records for home
Steele, Short and Chelsea Adams were all freshmen ·
who took advantage of their opportunities and pro- runs and doubles.
Short said she is probably most proud of the RBI
duced in 2004. Adams finished second on the team
with four home runs, making Short and Adams' record and that batting average can be a very subjectwelve combined long balls the most by a pair of EIU tive category, especially in softball with players using
teammates in school history. With Eastern returning slap and speed strategies to get hits and maintain a
·
its entire pitching staff and seven starters, both Short high average.
This summer she will return to Northern California
and Searle believe this season's class has a chance to
make some noise in the Ohio Valley over the next few and spend her second year working at the California
Regional Primate Research Center, which is part of
years.
"The new class in general was awesome. We're all the University of California-Davis. In 2003 she
going to be back next year and that's great because worked in a lab overseen by Dr. Marta Marthas, who
we feed off each other," Short said. "Hitting is conta- was working on a vaccine that prevents babies from
gious and with more at-bats and more experience I getting AIDS orally from breast milk.
think we're only going to get better overall."
From an EIU point of view though, Short is excited
"They have the making of a team who is in every about returning to Charleston in the fall and working
game,'' Searle said. "They've· 1earned so much. The toward a successful 2005 softball season.
"The records are great, but it's fun to win. In this
mental aspect combined with the physical attributes
is what really makes a team great. And getting in so game you can't win by yourself, it takes a team, and I
many games this year, that was key. It was a big think we're moving in the right direction."
opportunity and· will contribute to their future . sue-

Sandyn closes with six school records

BY WILEY MILLER
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Spoo camp teaches. high

Why Cubs-Sox

means so much
to Sox fans
Both
Chicago
baseball
teams entered a key stretch
this week, which could determine where each stands in
the chase for a Central
Division title by the time of
the All-Star break.
The Cubs finish off their
season series with the slumping Astros and have to visit
Busch Stadium twice. But,
most importantly) they don't
leave the Midwest as their
only other on-the-road series
are in Milwaukee, which is
usually full of Cubs fans, and
on the Southside at U.S.
Cellular Field.
The Sox, on the other hand,
began a stretch Monday
where they play 16 of 19
games in the city of Chicago.
They also don't leave the
Midwest, making only one
trip to Minneapolis for a
series with the Twins.
The national media recognizes the Cubs-Cardinals rivalry as one of the finest in
baseball. The Sox have had
intense series with the
Indians and Twins over the
last decade, but Sox fans like
nothing more than to beat the
team they view as their rival,
the Cubs.
Outside the Chicago area,
Cubs fans outnumber Sox
fans by a wide margin. The
national media caters to the
Cubs, and even the DEN consistently runs more Cubs
columns than Sox, and Cards
too for that matter.
While in Annapolis, Md. in
December, I met a Boston
native, and during a conversation about sports, he assumed
I was a Cubs fan. When I told
him otherwise, he promptly
asked me, ''Why?"
I was a little taken aback
actually, but the fact that the
Red Sox are essentially the
Cubs' equal in the American
League, loveable losers who
play in an expensive and historic ballpark, I didn't see
much point in explaining to
him why I'm a White Sox
fan.
You see, it's that status
the Cubs enjoy, making it so
much fun to beat them.
Interleague play began in
1997 and the Sox hold a 20-16
edge entering this weekend's
play at The Cell. Regardless
of who is in the division title
hunt, the six games the two
teams play never seem to
pass quietly.
Last season, the Sox won
four-of-six, but Cubs fans will
be quick to remind you that
Southsiders didn't have to
face Mark Prior. That won't
be the case this year, even
though Carlos Zambrano has
been the Cubs' best pitcher
this season.
One final thing to consider:
the Cubs' last two humanitarians of Cubby love, Harry
Caray and Sammy Sosa, both
were
employed
on
the
Southside before Sox management allowed them to relocate
to Clark and Addison. How
different
history
might
remember the two franchises
had it not been for those two
going national.
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By Heather Hall
SPORTS EDITOR

E

Anywhere from 125 to
175 high school students
come to Eastern each summer to take part in the Bob
Spoo Football Camp every
year. Students can apply as
individual campers or as
teams of players. The
camp allows high school
students to participate in a
football camp that allows
them to prepare like a college athlete.
"Campers go through
the same practice, meeting
and weight lifting schedule
that we use for our players
here at Eastern," Brian
Flinn, director for the Bob
Spoo camp and wide
receiver coach, said.
"Our camp is a padded
camp for high school
althletes, but our goal is
to give the campers the
feeling of being a part
of our program."
Campers attend three
practices a day and have a
nightly meeting to go over
what they have learned
each day.
This year, the Bob Spoo
DAILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEPHEN HAA
camp is hosting three stateRidge Thompson (21), of DuQuoin, moves through an offensive drill Tuesday afternoon during the Bob Spoo Football
playoff programs.
"We're very lucky to Camp on the practice fields by O'Brien Stadium. The camp drills high school players with college expectations.
have Charleston, Duquoin
"We want each campter to leave here wit
and Marshall at the camp this year, along each other and build chemistry for the upcomadditional knowledge about their respectiv
ing season," Flinp. said.
with their coaches," Flinn said.
"There is a great deal of fundamental and position and a sense of the tempo we have ever
When an entire team comes to the camp
together, the benefits from the camp are larger individual instruction in each practice. Our day in practice at Eastern," Flinn said. "No ma
staff, along with a great collection of high ter what the task, we ask the campers to b
than the benefits for individuals.
"Programs that have an entire team in camp school coaches at camp, has the opportunity to exact and complete it with great effort."
also utilize our facilities to compete against work with players in small groups."
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Sandyn Short finishes freshman year
with six school records under her belt
By Ben Turner
STAFF WRITER

A freshman athlete at a Division I university
would typically be more concerned with how he
or she could earn more playing time than how
close he or she is to breaking a school record.
But in the case of Eastern Illinois University
softball's freshman sensation Sandyn Short,
playing time wasn't an issue and breaking six
single-season school records were her accomplishments.
The Davis, Calif. native came to Eastern
Illinois not expecting to start, but she finished
her inaugural campaign with her name atop the
season 'Top 5' lists in home runs, doubles, RBI,
total bases, batting average and slugging percentage. Thanks to her record-breaking accomplishments, she became the first EIU player
since Jennifer Cherveny in 1997 to set multiple
new school records in the same season.
Short led the team with 24 multiple-hit games
and 31 extra-base hits, but, ironically enough, it
was a "seeing-eye single" through the left side of
the infield on a 1-for-3 final day of the season
that pushed her season batting average to .428,
one-thousandth of a point better than the 14year-old school record.
She broke the home run record at home in
late April, but the record did not come without
controversy. In the bottom of the seventh with
the Panthers trailing 8-0 to Jacksonville State,
Short sent a line drive over the left field fence
just inside the foul pole. Originally the home
plate umpire called the ball foul, causing an
uproar amongst the EIU crowd and sending the
Eastern coaches, Lloydene Searle and Mike
Clayton, as well as base runner Mandy
Lindwall, into an argument with any umpire
who would listen. Eventually the base umpire

was consulted and confirmed the ball did
indeed hook inside the foul pole. Short was
given her eighth home run of the season and
allowed to round the bases and be mobbed at
home by her celebrating teammates.
Sandyn describes the record-breaking blast
•
· as a chaotic moment.
"My first foul ball of
the at-bat actually
cleared the fence too.
Two pitches later, I hit
the home run and,
while I was rounding
first, I looked up and
heard the umpire call
it foul. I was shocked.
"Then Mandy starting yelling and the
coaches came out of
. . the dugout, but by
:',' then I was already
thinking 'what's she
going to throw me next.' It wasn't a big deal to
me until after the game; that's when I realized
how excited I really was.
"Being on-pace to break records is tough to
deal with for a veteran player, much less a true
freshman," Head Coach Lloydene ·Searle said.
"Sandyn dealt with it so well, and I was so proud
of her for that, as well as the records."
Searle says that Short demonstrated her
work ethic and ability to sustain a level of conditioning in the late fall and winter months,
adding she kept working at a constant level and
did not experience some of the highs and lows.
that some of the other 11 newcomers did.
The extra work must have paid off because
Short caught 54 of the Panthers' 56 games,
including 13 doubleheaders and eight days
where she caught two or more games in tourna-

l

mentplay.
Short claims she was used to the heavy inni.n
log behind the plate from playing summe1
with her American Softball Association tear, By 1
and notes that the first time Searle saw her pla E0 1
(at an ASA tournament in Las Vegas), sl,
1
caught four games in one day and the last garn
went 12 innings.
car
"You can only protect a catcher so much, an: ~~
with our young pitching, I just couldn't afford f itie
take her out," Searle said.
·
Three of the four Panthers who saw signif: the
cant action on the mound in 2004 were new i Fat
the team. Short said that it may have been Ho:
blessing that both she and the staff were new11 ~~
the program because they might not have ha!:
.
as many expectations about how the pitche1 at ·
catcher relationship would go.
ope
"I think we worked well together, especiall,
d
by the end of the year and they all improvef an
which is a very good sign," Short said. "I have a of 1
attitude that as a catcher 'you do what it takes ( ~ru
make pitchers happy.' Heather [Hoesche~ hus
likes to get in a rhythm whereas I talk to Andre. er
[Darnell] often."
. !les
"It's tough to teach catchers how to work wi~ mtc
a staff," Searle adds. "Sandyn has a brilliant walc m~~
of being on top of things and balancing th! .,
coach-pitcher-catcher relationship. And behinj gu~•
a great pitching effort or shut out, there' gu~
always a great catcher."
:
Short also proved valuable with her defen~ to.~
picking off five runners and throwing out ti kn '
'I 0
would-be base stealers in 2004.
Even with all of her offensive accomplis~'i ~r
ments, she nominates an extra-inning pick-o .· an
of a designated runner (international tiebre i~
rules) as one of her personal highlights.
1:Wh
1
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